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Abstract 

Pan-sharpening is a fundamental task of remote sensing, aiming to produce a synthetic image having high spatial and spectral 

resolution of original panchromatic and multispectral images. In recent years, as in other tasks of the remote sensing field, deep 

learning based approaches have been developed for this task. In this research, a detailed comparative analysis was conducted to 

evaluate the performance and visual quality of pan-sharpening results from traditional algorithms and deep learning-based models. 

For this purpose, the deep learning based methods that are CNN based pan-sharpening (PNN), Multiscale and multi-depth 

convolutional neural networks (MSDCNN) and Pan-sharpened Generative Adversarial Networks (PSGAN) and traditional methods 

that are Brovey, PCA, HIS, Indusion and PRACS were applied. Analysis was performed on regions with different land cover 

characteristics to evaluate the stability of the methods. In addition, effects of the filter size, spectral indices, activation and loss 

functions on the pan-sharpening were investigated. For the accuracy assessment, commonly used with-reference and without-

reference quality metrics were computed in addition to visual quality evaluations. According to results, the deep learning-based 

methods provided promising results in both the reduced resolution and full resolution experiments, while PRACS method 

outperformed other traditional algorithms in most of the experimental configurations. 
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Introduction 

The current very high resolution (VHR) optical satellites 

provide multi-resolution sensor data, where the multi-

spectral (MS) sensor acquires a higher degree of spectral 

resolution image than the panchromatic (PAN) sensor, 

whereas the PAN image has a higher spatial resolution 

than the MS image, to fulfil the high-resolution 

requirements in both domains. The pan-sharpening 

process enables a sensor fusion between the MS image 

and PAN image, which provides both high spectral 

resolution and high spatial resolution (Pohl and Van 

Genderen, 1998; Çelik and Gazioğlu, 2020;  Tombul and 

Kavzoğlu, 2020; Ozcelik et al., 2020). Thus, pan-

sharpening is quite significant for the remote sensing 

image interpretation and frequently used as the pre-

processing step for image analysis such as feature 

extraction, segmentation, and classification. Therefore, it 

has been the focus and hotspot of remote sensing 

research. 

In the last decades, several methods were developed for 

the pan-sharpening process. The research performed by 

Vivone et al. (Vivone et al., 2015; Erdem and Avdan, 

2020; Oztürk et al., 2020), presented a detailed review of 

the traditional pan-sharpening methods. These methods 

can be divided into three main categories: (1) 

Component Substitution (CS) based methods; (2) Detail 

Injection based methods and (3) Sparse Representation 

based methods. In addition, model based methods gained 

growing attention in the recent decade (Kang et al., 

2014) (Palsson et al., 2020). 

One of the basic CS based pan-sharpening method is 

based on intensity-hue-saturation (IHS) transform, which 

can only be applied on three spectral bands (Shettigara, 

1992). The IHS method includes the RGB-IHS 

transformation model and a generalized IHS (GIHS) 

image fusion procedure with the colour distortion 

problem (Tu et al., 2001). Principal component analysis 

(PCA) (Chavez Jr. and Yaw Kwarteng, 1989), Brovey 

transform (BT) (Gillespie et al., 1987), Gram-Schmidt 

(GS) spectral sharpening (Laben and Brower, 2000), 

partial replacement (PRACS) (Choi et al., 2011) and 

band-dependent spatial-detail (BDSD) (Zhong et al., 

2017) are among the commonly used CS based methods 

for the pan-sharpening purpose. 

To deal with the colour distortion problem encountered 

in the CS methods and provide a better spectral fidelity, 

detail injection-based methods were proposed. The 

concept of detail injection is to extract the spatial 

information (high-frequency detail) from the PAN image 

by wavelet transform, Laplacian pyramid, etc., in the 

first step and then inject it to the up-sampled MS images 

to generate the fused image (Aiazzi et al., 2002). Several 
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methods were proposed for this category, such as à 

Trous Wavelet Transform (ATWT) and curvelet 

transform based fusion algorithms (Aiazzi et al., 2002) 

(Nencini et al., 2007). Khan et al.(Khan et al., 2008), 

proposed a new approach, named Indusion method, by 

using the induction scaling technique instead of bicubic 

interpolation to obtain sharper, better correlated and 

better co-registered images in an upscaled domain. To 

reduce the distortion, approaches are developed by 

tuning the filters to match the modulation transfer 

functions (MTFs) of the sensors (Aiazzi et al., 2003). 

The smoothing-filter-based intensity modulation (SFIM) 

is one of the famous methods among them (J. G. Liu, 

2010). 

Besides, several researches devoted to the sparse 

representation-based methods. In the study of Zhu and 

Bamler (Zhu and Bamler, 2013), a pan-sharpening 

method named Sparse Fusion of Image (SparseFI) was 

introduced. This method is based on the compressive 

sensing theory and asserted give higher spatial resolution 

with relatively less spectral distortion (Cheng et al., 

2014). Yang et al. (Yang et al., 2018), proposed a novel 

sparse representation-based pan-sharpening method that 

includes three steps-dictionary construction, PAN image 

decomposition, and high spatial resolution multispectral 

image reconstruction. The sparse representation methods 

require the presence of high resolution MS image, which 

is not practically available. Most of the algorithms rely 

on assumptions for high resolution MS dictionary, such 

as considering the original MS as the degraded version 

of high resolution MS, which limits the performance of 

these approaches (Yin, 2015). 

As a summary, traditional algorithms face several 

difficulties such as spectral distortions, spatial detail 

injection limitations, and limitations based on theoretical 

assumptions. Moreover, performance of these methods is 

variable across different sensor data, land cover 

characteristics and acquisition geometry configurations.   

With developments in machine learning (ML) and deep 

learning (DL) in the last decades, these technologies 

started to be widely used in image processing, such as 

image classification, image segmentation, object 

detection super-resolution, pan-sharpening and 

reconstruction. As an initial CNN based super-resolution 

study, researchers proposed a super-resolution 

reconstruction method by using a three-layer 

convolutional neural network named as SRCNN (Dong 

et al., 2016). This approach was implemented to the task 

of pan-sharpening in remote sensing, which is named as 

PNN and was proved that it is a more promising 

approach (Masi et al., 2016). However, the design of 

PNN is relatively simple, thus still needs to be improved.  

The well-known drawback of the deeper neural networks 

is the difficulty of the training phase. In 2016, He et al. 

(He et al., 2015), demonstrated the depth problem of the 

networks and proposed a remarkable solution, which has 

since allowed the training of over 2000 layers with 

increasing accuracy. With the development of the 

residual neural networks, more researchers have 

contributed to the pan-sharpening task. Wei and Yuan 

(Wei and Yuan, 2017) proposed deep residual learning 

for remote sensing imagery; however, it only tested on 

the reduced resolution dataset. Another example for the 

pan-sharpening includes transfer learning of the residual 

network in addition to fine-tuning by changing the loss 

function, and the test part was applied both in reduced 

resolution and the full-resolution dataset (Scarpa et al., 

2018). More recently, a novel network specifically 

designed for the pan-sharpening task named as the 

multiscale and multi-depth convolutional neural network 

(MSDCNN) was proposed (Yuan et al., 2018). In this 

design, the PNN was used as the shallow part and a 

deeper multiscale feature extraction layer was used as 

the deep part to generate a deep architecture.  

Another important breakthrough in the DL field is 

Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) proposed by 

Goodfellow et al. in 2014 (Goodfellow and Pouget-

Abadie, 2014). GANs try to train a generator to generate 

the fake image and train a discriminator to distinguish 

whether the output image is real or fake. The goal is to 

minimize the difference between the generated and 

realimages. Ledig et al. (Christian Ledig  Ferenc Huszar, 

2017) successfully applied the GAN to the super-

resolution task. In other researches, a Generative 

adversarial network (PSGAN) was proposed for remote 

sensing image pan-sharpening (X. Liu et al., 2018a) (X. 

Liu et al., 2018b). More recently, the PanColorGAN 

method was introduced for the pan-sharpening of 

satellite images, which reconstructs the problem by 

colorization of the panchromatic image and achieved 

high level of spatial detail conservation (Ozcelik et al., 

2020). 

This research aims to perform a comparative evaluation 

of DL based approaches and traditional methods by 

investigating the performance of three DL methods that 

are PNN as a representative of shallow network, a 

modified version of MSDCNN as a representative of 

deep network and PSGAN as a representative of 

adversarial network, while taking the Brovey, PCA, HIS, 

Indusion and PRACS as the representatives of traditional 

methods. Within the scope of the research, satellite 

images from different VHR sensors that represent 

different land cover characteristics and acquisition 

conditions were used for evaluating the pan-sharpening 

performances of the methods over broad coverages, 

different land cover configurations and different sensors. 

In addition, effects of different hyper parameter and 

input data configurations on the DL based methods were 

investigated. 

Materials and Methods 

Subsections provide information about traditional and 

deep learning based methods applied on this research, 

details of satellite images and pre-processing of the 

images, and lastly the details of the quantitative 

evaluation metrics. The processing steps and workflow 

of this research is provided in Figure 1. 

Traditional Pan-sharpening Methods 

Traditional methods that are Brovey (Gillespie et al., 

1987), PCA (Chavez Jr. and Yaw Kwarteng, 1989), IHS 
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(Tu et al., 2001), Indusion (Khan et al., 2008), and 

PRACS (Choi et al., 2011) were applied on the dataset 

for comparative evaluation. Some of the implementation 

codes of these traditional methods provided by Vivone et 

al. (Vivone et al., 2015) and available online (Open 

Remote Sensing, 2016).   

Figure 1. Workflow of the processing steps and methods used 

Figure 2. The architecture of, (a) the PNN, (b) improved MSDCNN method (red boxes indicates modified kernels). 

Overview of the Deep Learning Network Architectures 

For the traditional fully connected networks, each neuron 

takes the outputs of all neurons from the previous layer 

as the input and feeds its output to all the neurons of the 

next layer. Thus, the network includes a large number of 

parameters (weights and biases), which results in a 

computationally expensive training process. The 

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) overcome this 

problem as in CNN each neuron only has a limited 

receptive field by using the filters (also called the kernel, 

such as 5x5 or 9x9) to slide over the image spatially and 

to compute the dot products. This structure enables 

sharing the weights and bias (parameters of the filter) in 

the same layer, thus, greatly reduces the computational 

overloads. 

CNN-based pan-sharpening (PNN) 

The initial PNN pan-sharpening method was motivated 

by the image super-resolution network, which is named 

as SRCNN (Dong et al., 2016). For the convolutional 

neural networks inside the architecture, the Rectified 

Linear Units (ReLU) is used as the activation function, 

which can be described as: 

𝑓(𝑥) = max(0, 𝑥)       (1) 
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The ReLU function can be activated only when the units 

are positive and zero. For the negative units, called the 

dead neurons, the gradient will be always in the off state 

as zero. Thus, Leaky ReLU was proposed. Leaky ReLU 

can be described as: 

𝑓(𝑥) =  {
𝛼𝑥    𝑓𝑜𝑟   𝑥 < 0 
𝑥      𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 ≥ 0

       (2) 

Where, α corresponds to a small negative slope constant  

(0.01) that fixes off state problem of the RELU. 

The CNN-based pan-sharpening (PNN) method uses the 

same three-layer convolutional networks as presented in 

the study of Dong et al. (Dong et al., 2016), but replaces 

the 1x1 kernel of the middle layer with 5x5 kernel. Thus, 

the architecture of PNN can be described as in Figure 

2(a). 

Improved MSDCNN pan-sharpening 

Motivated by the application of residual network, a 

method with skip connection, which is named as 

Multiscale and multi-depth convolutional neural 

networks (MSDCNN), was proposed (Yuan et al., 2018). 

The MSDCNN model includes two subnetworks: a 

shallow three-layer CNN with the same architecture as in 

the study of Cheng et al. (Cheng et al., 2014), and a deep 

CNN with two multiscale convolutional layer blocks. In 

the original structure of MSDCNN, the shallow 

subnetwork consists three convolutional layers with 64 

kernels in the first layer and the deep subnetwork 

contains the multiscale blocks and the skip connection. 

In Yuan et al. (Yuan et al., 2018), three different 

architectures compared and the above-mentioned version 

proved to be the most effective one. 

Figure 3.  The architecture of PSGAN method. 

This research proposes an improved version of 

MSDCNN architecture to make it suitable with the 

Pleiades satellite images. The modified architecture 

keeps using a similar design as the PNN model for 

shallow subnetwork by replacing the 1x1 kernels in the 

middle layer with the 5x5 kernels. In the deep 

subnetwork, the first 7x7 kernel is replaced with an 

11x11 kernel. Moreover, NDVI and NDWI index data 

are added to the dataset in order to observe the effect of 

additional data on the pan-sharpening process (Yang et 

al., 2018). The architecture of the implementation is 

given in Figure 2(b). 

PSGAN pan-sharpening 

Motivated by the application of the Generative 

Adversarial Networks (GANs) introduced by 

Goodfellow et al. (Goodfellow and Pouget-Abadie, 

2014), a PSGAN model that applies the GAN to the pan-

sharpening task was proposed in Liu et al. (X. Liu et al., 

2018a). The architecture of the PSGAN is presented in 

Figure 3. 

The generator that takes down-sampled MS image and 

PAN image as the input and produces the fake pan-

sharpened images and the original multispectral images 

are regarded as the real images, which is compatible with 

the dataset produced with Wald protocol. Discriminator 

detects whether the processed images are from the 

Generator or real images. The interpolation and 

normalization methods were modified in the 

implementation of PSGAN to perform a comparative 

evaluation with the other DL models. 

Data and pre-processing 

In this research, very high-resolution (VHR) satellite 

images acquired by the Pleiades satellite were used in 

training and testing phases. Pleiades image provides 0.5 

m spatial resolution for panchromatic image and 2.0 m 

spatial resolution for the multispectral image with 4 

bands in the visible and NIR portions of the 

electromagnetic spectrum with 12-bit radiometric 

resolution. For additional independent testing, 

Worldview 2 and Worldview 3 satellite images were 

used. Worldview 2 provides 0.4 m and 1.6 m spatial 

resolution for panchromatic image and multispectral 

image, while Worldview 3 provides 0.3 m and 1.2 m 

spatial resolutions respectively. Both sensors have an 11-

bit radiometric resolution (AIRBUS, 2020) 

(DigitalGlobe, 2020). 

Table 1 provides the details of the image dataset used for 

training and test processes. Two Pleiades scenes 

covering different regions of Turkey were used as the 

training datasets. One scene covers Istanbul, Turkey, 

which has a size of 10160 × 10540 pixels at the MS 

scale. The other one covers Iznik, Turkey, which has a 

size of 10036 × 10136 pixels at the MS scale. For the 

training, the PAN image and MS image were split into 

57602 patches separately. For the pre-processing, the 

normalization was applied to make sure the data range is 

between 0 and 1. 

In addition, spectral indices added to the input data to 

see if it can improve the resulting performance (Nouri et 

al., 2013). In this research the NDVI and NDWI indices 

were applied on the training dataset. 
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Table 1. Detailed information about dataset used in training and test procedures. 

Sensor Area Patches 
Input size Output size 

Mode MS PAN HRMS 

Training Reduced resolution Pleiades 
Istanbul 

Iznik 
57602 60x60x4 240x240 60x60x4 

Testing 

Reduced resolution Pleiades Bursa 200 200x200x4 800x800 200x200x4 

Full resolution 

Pleiades 

Worldview2/ 
Worldview3 

Bursa 

Washington DC 
Tripoli 

100/65/65 200x200x4 800x800 800x800x4 

*Pleiades satellite image data provided by ITU – CSCRS under the licence of AIRBUS Defence and Space, while the Worldview

satellite image data is open access by Maxar and can be downloaded from: http://www.digitalglobe.com/samples?search=Imagery 

Another Pleiades image scene that covers Bursa, Turkey 

was used as the test image and is completely 

independent of the training dataset. For the reduced 

resolution experiments, 200 patches with a size of 

200×200×4 pixels for the MS image and 800×800 pixels 

for the PAN image were used. For the full resolution 

experiments (full resolution experiment), 100 patches 

from Pleiades image, 65 patches from Worldview 2 and 

65 patches from Worldview 3 were used with a patch 

size of 200×200×4 pixels for the MS images and 

800×800 pixels for the PAN images. The patches were 

generated with use of tiling tool of the GDAL library. 

Quantitative Evaluation Metrics 

Metrics for Reduced Resolution Experiments 

Wald et al. (Wald et al., 1997), provided important 

properties to verify the quality of the synthesis images. 

For instance, (a) once the synthesis image is degraded to 

its original resolution, it should be as identical as 

possible to the original image; (b) the synthesis image 

should be as identical as possible to the high-resolution 

multispectral image if it could be acquired by the sensor. 

One of the important assessment metrics to evaluate the 

spectral quality of the pan-sharpened image is 

Correlation Coefficient (CC), which presents the 

similarity between structures of the original MS images 

and the pan-sharpened image (Panchal and Thakker, 

2015). CC can be defined as in Eq. 3: 

CC(R, F) =  
∑ (𝑅𝑚𝑛−�̅�)(𝐹𝑚𝑛−�̅�)𝑚𝑛

√(∑ (𝑅𝑚𝑛−�̅�)2
𝑚𝑛 )(∑ (𝐹𝑚𝑛−𝐹)2

𝑚𝑛 )
         (3) 

where �̅� and �̅� are the mean of the images that are fused 

(F) and reference (R). The value of CC ranges from 0 to 

1, where higher values represent the better correlation. 

Several full-reference metrics were proposed for the 

assessment of the spatial and spectral distortions of the 

fused images for reduced resolution images. These can 

be listed as the Universal Image Quality Index (Q-index) 

(Zhou and Bovik, 2002), Root Mean Square Error 

(RMSE), Erreur Relative Globale Adimensionnelle de 

Synthese (ERGAS) (J. G. Liu, 2000) and the spectral 

angle mapper (SAM) (Yuhas et al., 1992). 

Metrics for Full Resolution Experiments 

For evaluating the full-resolution images, a single index 

named as QNR (Quality with No Reference) was 

proposed. QNR index is the product of the complements 

of the spatial and spectral distortion indices and it varies 

in the range of 0 and 1, where the optimal value is 1. 

QNR can be written as follows: 

𝑄𝑁𝑅 ≜ (1 − 𝐷𝜆)𝛼(1 − 𝐷𝑠)𝛽       (4) 

where 𝐷𝜆  is the Spectral Distortion Index derived from

the difference of inter-band Q values described in the 

previous part from the pan-sharpened MS bands (written 

as {𝐺�̂�}
𝐼=1

𝐿
) and the low-resolution MS bands (written as 

{𝐺�̃�}
𝐼=1

𝐿
). Thus 𝐷𝜆 is defined as in Eq. 5:

𝐷𝜆 ≜ √
1

𝐿(𝐿−1)
∑ ∑ |𝑄(𝐺�̂� , 𝐺�̂�) − 𝑄(𝐺�̃� , 𝐺�̃�)|

𝑃𝐿
𝑟=1⏟
𝑟≠1

𝐿
𝐼=1

𝑃
  (5) 

𝐷𝑠 is the Spatial Distortion Index defined as in Eq. 6:

𝐷𝑠 ≜ √
1

𝐿
∑ |𝑄(𝐺�̂� , 𝑃) − 𝑄(𝐺�̃� , �̃�)|

𝑞𝐿
𝐼=1

𝑃
         (6) 

Where, P is the PAN image, and �̃�  is a spatially 

degraded PAN image at the size of the original MS 

image. Both  𝐷𝑠  and 𝐷𝜆  alters in [0, 1] and obtains the

best value zero when two vectors are identical.  

Results 

Reduced Resolution Experiments 

Pan-sharpening requires high spatial resolution PAN 

band and high spectral resolution MS image to generate 

a fused image to achieve high resolution both in spectral 

and spatial domains. Due to the nature of the problem, 

the reference original pan-sharpened image does not 

exist, thus the Wald protocol is applied to the dataset to 

produce reduced resolution dataset for the training of the 

CNN architectures and to use the full resolution MS 

images as the reference data (Wald et al., 1997). As the 

first step of the Wald protocol, down sampling is 

performed according to the spatial resolution ratio of the 

PAN and MS images. Secondly, the down-sampled MS 

image is up sampled to the original size of the MS 

image. In the next step, the down sampled PAN and 4-

band MS images are stacked together to obtain 5-band 

data. In this step, the spectral index products can be 
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added to the dataset as in the study of (Masi et al., 2016), 

such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index 

(NDVI) and Normalized Difference Water Index 

(NDWI) to increase the amount of input data for the 

CNN (Rouse, J.W.; Haas, R.H.; Schell, J.A.; Deering, 

D.W.; Harlan., 1974) (Gao, 1996). The original MS 

image is used as the reference image throughout the 

training.  

The training process applied with the use of reduced 

resolution Pleiades dataset and tests were performed on 

the independent reduced resolution datasets with an 

optimization of kernel size and activation functions. 

Besides, spectral indices such as Normalized Difference 

Vegetation Index (NDVI) and Normalized Difference 

Water Index (NDWI) that computed from the 

multispectral images were added to data layers in order 

to investigate the effect of indices on the pan-sharpening 

task. In addition, the effects of the L1 and L2 loss 

functions on training process tested in the scope of this 

research.  

Table 2. Parameters used in model training step. 
Network Learning rate Epochs Optimizer 

PNN_indices_L1 0.001 100 SGD 

PNN_indices_L2 0.001 300 SGD 

PNN_noindices_L1 0.001 200 SGD 

PNN_noindices_L2 0.001 300 SGD 

MSDCNN_indices_L1 0.001 50 SGD 

MSDCNN_indices_L2 0.001 100 SGD 

MSDCNN_noindices_L1 0.001 100 SGD 

MSDCNN_noindices_L2 0.001 150 SGD 

PSGAN_L1 0.0002 200 Adam 

PSGAN_L2 0.0002 50 Adam 

Table 3. Accuracy metric and correlation coefficient results of reduced resolution experiments with Pleiades dataset. 

With Reference Metrics Correlation Coefficient 

 Method Q↑ SAM↓ ERGAS↓ RMSE↓ Red Green Blue NIR Average 

PRACS 0.968 2.266 2.552 63.875 0.799 0.859 0.836 0.655 0.788 

PCA 0.895 6.042 5.146 162.641 0.948 0.944 0.940 0.958 0.948 

Indusion 0.943 2.953 3.878 104.463 0.885 0.891 0.883 0.883 0.885 

IHS 0.972 2.936 3.863 76.828 0.890 0.842 0.791 0.957 0.870 

Brovey 0.971 2.093 3.233 78.774 0.932 0.887 0.825 0.937 0.895 

PNN_indices_L1 0.980 1.935 1.653 44.900 0.976 0.978 0.966 0.976 0.974 

PNN_indices_L2 0.977 2.203 1.825 48.354 0.970 0.974 0.952 0.973 0.967 

PNN_noindices_L1 0.979 1.945 1.643 45.292 0.975 0.978 0.969 0.975 0.974 

PNN_noindices_L2 0.976 2.297 1.895 49.687 0.968 0.972 0.952 0.972 0.966 

MSDCNN_indices_L1 0.981 1.923 1.653 44.468 0.975 0.978 0.966 0.976 0.974 

MSDCNN_indices_L2 0.976 2.236 1.878 49.218 0.964 0.971 0.947 0.972 0.964 

MSDCNN_noindices_L1 0.980 1.931 1.638 45.036 0.976 0.977 0.969 0.975 0.974 

MSDCNN_noindices_L2 0.976 2.304 1.899 49.696 0.968 0.972 0.952 0.972 0.966 

PSGAN_L1 0.981 2.012 2.226 54.805 0.954 0.954 0.937 0.978 0.956 

PSGAN_L2 0.956 2.772 4.222 57.689 0.952 0.962 0.940 0.974 0.957 

All of the DL based pan-sharpening models were trained 

in the Tensorflow DL framework (Tensorflow, 2015) 

over reduced resolution training dataset. With the 

Tensorflow supported by a GPU (Graphics Processing 

Unit, NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1060 3GB), the training 

process costs almost 10 hours for the PNN model, 14 

hours for the improved MSDCNN model and 10 hours 

for PSGAN model. The learning rate, epoch number and 

optimizer information of the PNN, MSDCNN and 

PSGAN training process are provided in Table 2. 

Quantitative assessment 

The performance of the DL based and traditional pan-

sharpening algorithms was evaluated on 200 patches for 

the reduced resolution experiments. According to Table 

3, DL based methods provided better results than 

traditional methods. Although traditional methods 

provided quite closer accuracy with DL based methods 

in terms of Q metric, the accuracy improvement is 

significant in favour of DL based methods for SAM, 

ERGAS and RMSE metrics.  

Moreover, the DL based methods trained with L1 loss 

function provided better performance than the same 

methods trained with L2 loss function in almost all 

cases. For the PNN and MSDCNN models, 

implementations with NDVI and NDWI indices perform 

better than the standard implementations for the Q, 

SAM, and RMSE metrics, whereas for the ERGAS 

metric, the standard implementation provided better 

results than the indices added implementation. PSGAN 

with L1 provided the highest performance in terms of Q 

metric. For SAM and RMSE, MSDCNN with indices 

and L1 loss function performed the best. Table 3 also 

presents the CC metric that calculated for spectral bands 

of the results with reference to the bands of the reference 

MS images. According to CC metric MSDCNN-

noindices-L1, PNN-noindces-L1, MSDCNN-noindices-

L1, PNN-noindces-L1, PSGAN-L1 combina-tions 

provided the highest correlation for red, green, blue and 

NIR bands, respectively. The highest average correlation 

derived from all bands were obtained by PNN and 

MSDCNN implementations with no indices and L1 loss 
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function. These results indicate the superiority of DL 

based methods over the traditional ones. 

Visual interpretation and CC based assessment 

In addition to metric based evaluation, the results 

obtained from the pan-sharpening algorithms evaluated 

visually as the colour representation and object 

sharpness are important considerations, which should be 

judged by human perception. For this purpose, three 

patches were selected to perform a visual and statistical 

evaluation in a reduced resolution dataset, which 

represents industrial areas, agricultural and vegetated 

lands and a heterogeneous area with mixed land cover 

characteristics respectively. Moreover, the spectral 

correlation between analysis results and the original MS 

reference image was tested with the use of CC metric for 

each band for these patches. The CC metric has the 

advantage of being effective in case of bias between pan-

sharpening results and reference data. 

In the first patch, the traditional methods injected the 

spatial details well especially for the rooftops of the 

industrial buildings, while DL based methods present 

closer looks to the original MS data, which is the 

reference for the expected result (Figure 4). The deep 

methods with L2 loss function resulted in blur effects 

when compared to L1. In addition, data set with no 

indices provided a more realistic colour representation. 

According to CC results, the DL methods provided a 

higher correlation with the reference MS image when 

compared to traditional methods for all bands, where the  

PSGAN L1 combination reached the highest score 

(Table 4). 

In the second patch that covers agricultural and 

vegetated lands, the Indusion, IHS and Brovey methods 

completely injected the spatial details from the PAN 

image and they provide sharpest visual results, while 

there is an obvious blur problem in PCA and PRACS 

method results (Figure 5 (c-g)). The MSDCNN L1 

method provides the best visual match with reference 

MS followed by the PNN L1 method. For this patch, 

PSGAN provided sharper results but distortions in the 

colour tones are observable (Figure 5 (h-q)). According 

to CC analysis results, there is an obvious increment in 

correlation with DL methods. MSDCNN L1 algorithms 

provided highest scores followed by PNN L1, which is 

in line with visual inspections (Table 4).  

The last patch consists of a heterogeneous region with 

small housings, roads, vegetated areas, and bare lands 

(Figure 6). For the traditional methods, spatial detail 

injection is high except the PRACS method, which 

provides similar visual quality as the reference data 

(Figure 6 (d)) and higher CC value when compared to 

other methods (Table 4). The DL methods outperformed 

the traditional methods with noticeable improvement in 

CC values for all bands and PSGAN L1 method 

provided the highest CC value and a balanced spectral 

similarity – spatial detail injection performance (Figure 6 

(p)). PSGAN method is followed by MSDCNN 

noindices L1 and PNN noindices L1. 

Table 4. Correlation Coefficient results of reduced resolution Pleiades experiments for different land cover schemas. 

Land Cover Type Industrial Urban Agriculture and Vegetation 

Methods / Bands Red Green Blue NIR Red Green Blue NIR Red Green Blue NIR 

PCA 0.947 0.946 0.945 0.946 0.868 0.856 0.856 0.901 0.895 0.930 0.907 0.615 

PRACS 0.970 0.968 0.969 0.944 0.917 0.907 0.907 0.917 0.940 0.937 0.938 0.963 

Indusion 0.953 0.952 0.951 0.931 0.852 0.851 0.844 0.828 0.840 0.845 0.842 0.868 

HIS 0.970 0.963 0.957 0.919 0.897 0.856 0.823 0.894 0.860 0.791 0.752 0.966 

Brovey 0.973 0.968 0.964 0.871 0.909 0.878 0.846 0.855 0.917 0.860 0.805 0.944 

PNN_indices_L1 0.996 0.996 0.993 0.957 0.985 0.979 0.967 0.949 0.969 0.974 0.968 0.978 

PNN_indices_L2 0.994 0.994 0.991 0.950 0.981 0.974 0.960 0.944 0.962 0.968 0.950 0.974 

PNN_noindices_L1 0.996 0.996 0.995 0.957 0.985 0.980 0.972 0.948 0.969 0.975 0.968 0.978 

PNN_noindices_L2 0.993 0.994 0.992 0.950 0.979 0.975 0.964 0.945 0.961 0.969 0.950 0.974 

MSDCNN_indices_L1 0.996 0.995 0.993 0.959 0.985 0.979 0.967 0.953 0.969 0.975 0.968 0.978 

MSDCNN_indices_L2 0.993 0.994 0.991 0.949 0.978 0.972 0.958 0.941 0.959 0.964 0.944 0.973 

MSDCNN_noindices_L1 0.996 0.996 0.995 0.957 0.986 0.980 0.972 0.948 0.969 0.974 0.970 0.978 

MSDCNN_noindices_L2 0.993 0.995 0.992 0.951 0.980 0.976 0.964 0.945 0.961 0.970 0.950 0.974 

PSGAN_L1 0.999 0.999 0.998 0.986 0.990 0.989 0.985 0.972 0.919 0.925 0.915 0.965 

PSGAN_L2 0.997 0.997 0.996 0.978 0.987 0.984 0.979 0.964 0.927 0.952 0.921 0.963 
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Figure 4. Reduced resolution experiment results for industrial area. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; (c) PCA MS; (d) 

PRACS MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; (j) PNN-

noindices-L1; (k) PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-noindices-

L1; (o) MSDCNN-noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2.   

Figure 5. Reduced resolution experiment results for agricultural lands and vegetated areas. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original 

MS; (c) PCA MS; (d) PRACS MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-

indices-L2; (j) PNN-noindices-L1; (k) PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) 

MSDCNN-noindices-L1; (o) MSDCNN-noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2.   
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Figure 6. Reduced resolution experiment results for urban areas. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; (c) PCA MS; (d) 

PRACS MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; (j) PNN-

noindices-L1; (k) PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-noindices-

L1; (o) MSDCNN-noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2. 

Full Resolution Experiments 

The full resolution experiments were performed with the 

full-resolution images where the PAN and MS image has 

0.5m and 2m spatial resolution respectively. The 100 

patches that belong to the Bursa region, which is 

independent of the training region. This experiment is 

important to evaluate the performance of the pan-

sharpening models in original resolution conditions, 

which is the main purpose. Moreover, Worldview 2 and 

Worldview 3 datasets were evaluated in full resolution 

mode to test the transferability of the approaches across 

different sensors. 

Quantitative assessment 

The quantitative assessment results of Pleiades images 

are presented in Table 5.   

Table 5. Accuracy metric and correlation coefficient results of full resolution experiments with Pleiades dataset. 

Without Reference Metrics Correlation Coefficient 

QNR↑ D_s↓ D_lambda↓ Red Green Blue NIR Average 

PRACS 0.885 0.092 0.034 0.944 0.957 0.958 0.709 0.892 

PCA 0.805 0.150 0.056 0.991 0.983 0.984 0.992 0.988 

Indusion 0.879 0.063 0.056 0.872 0.866 0.870 0.871 0.870 

IHS 0.608 0.280 0.174 0.833 0.765 0.661 0.989 0.812 

Brovey 0.671 0.223 0.149 0.929 0.841 0.703 0.962 0.859 

PNN_indices_L1 0.811 0.086 0.113 0.965 0.966 0.962 0.982 0.969 

PNN_indices_L2 0.827 0.079 0.105 0.956 0.957 0.906 0.986 0.951 

PNN_noindices_L1 0.821 0.077 0.111 0.956 0.953 0.951 0.981 0.960 

PNN_noindices_L2 0.808 0.060 0.142 0.950 0.942 0.913 0.988 0.948 

MSDCNN_indices_L1 0.810 0.085 0.115 0.959 0.956 0.953 0.981 0.962 

MSDCNN_indices_L2 0.830 0.076 0.104 0.955 0.960 0.902 0.987 0.951 

MSDCNN_noindices_L1 0.821 0.079 0.109 0.955 0.951 0.951 0.981 0.959 

MSDCNN_noindices_L2 0.806 0.085 0.115 0.948 0.941 0.913 0.988 0.948 

PSGAN_L1 0.872 0.074 0.059 0.954 0.951 0.931 0.977 0.953 

PSGAN_L2 0.769 0.104 0.146 0.902 0.904 0.874 0.967 0.912 
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Table 6. Accuracy metric results of full resolution experiments with Worldview-2 and Worldview-3 image. 

Worldview-2 Worldview-3 

QNR↑ D_s↓ D_lambda↓ CC↑ QNR↑ D_s↓ D_lambda↓ CC↑ 

PCA 0.806 0.167 0.033 0.952 0.737 0.249 0.021 0.949 

PRACS 0.891 0.096 0.014 0.872 0.789 0.196 0.019 0.967 

Indusion 0.789 0.134 0.089 0.890 0.790 0.166 0.054 0.883 

IHS 0.782 0.192 0.033 0.954 0.718 0.266 0.027 0.944 

Brovey 0.769 0.169 0.074 0.770 0.645 0.242 0.146 0.592 

PNN_indices_L1 0.850 0.061 0.095 0.935 0.864 0.065 0.077 0.946 

PNN_indices_L2 0.844 0.062 0.100 0.931 0.878 0.066 0.061 0.941 

PNN_noindices_L1 0.845 0.092 0.069 0.954 0.884 0.072 0.048 0.952 

PNN_noindices_L2 0.846 0.085 0.075 0.952 0.855 0.086 0.065 0.948 

MSDCNN_indices_L1 0.848 0.060 0.097 0.941 0.875 0.059 0.071 0.946 

MSDCNN_indices_L2 0.843 0.063 0.101 0.929 0.884 0.059 0.061 0.941 

MSDCNN_noindices_L1 0.852 0.091 0.063 0.953 0.891 0.064 0.048 0.951 

MSDCNN_noindices_L2 0.835 0.087 0.085 0.952 0.855 0.082 0.068 0.949 

PSGAN_L1 0.880 0.048 0.076 0.936 0.869 0.038 0.096 0.937 

PSGAN_L2 0.815 0.064 0.129 0.942 0.869 0.038 0.097 0.944 

Table 7. Correlation Coefficient results of Worldview 2 and Worldview 3 dataset for different land cover schemas. 

Agriculture andVegetation Urban Water 

Methods/ Bands Red Green Blue NIR Red Green Blue NIR Red Green Blue NIR 

PCA 0.987 0.999 0.995 0.703 0.972 0.941 0.960 0.598 0.985 0.985 0.992 0.875 

PRACS 0.999 0.998 0.998 0.997 0.960 0.949 0.956 0.989 0.996 0.995 0.995 0.989 

Indusion 0.799 0.775 0.791 0.772 0.892 0.892 0.893 0.889 0.940 0.939 0.939 0.958 

IHS 0.934 0.871 0.841 0.995 0.897 0.846 0.812 0.962 0.880 0.838 0.794 0.996 

Brovey 0.979 0.925 0.879 0.979 0.921 0.877 0.844 0.916 0.937 0.884 0.819 0.987 

PNN_indices_L1 0.986 0.982 0.984 0.994 0.963 0.961 0.975 0.961 0.965 0.964 0.967 0.994 

PNN_indices_L2 0.983 0.981 0.959 0.995 0.972 0.967 0.968 0.972 0.969 0.966 0.956 0.995 

PNN_noindices_L1 0.984 0.980 0.985 0.993 0.961 0.961 0.965 0.964 0.967 0.967 0.968 0.994 

PNN_noindices_L2 0.978 0.969 0.963 0.996 0.975 0.966 0.966 0.970 0.970 0.963 0.959 0.996 

MSDCNN_indices_L1 0.986 0.981 0.983 0.993 0.964 0.960 0.976 0.961 0.968 0.965 0.973 0.994 

MSDCNN_indices_L2 0.984 0.983 0.962 0.995 0.975 0.969 0.969 0.975 0.967 0.969 0.953 0.996 

MSDCNN_noindices_L1 0.984 0.977 0.985 0.993 0.962 0.961 0.967 0.963 0.967 0.965 0.969 0.994 

MSDCNN_noindices_L2 0.977 0.970 0.963 0.996 0.973 0.967 0.966 0.970 0.970 0.963 0.959 0.996 

PSGAN_L1 0.955 0.956 0.927 0.991 0.980 0.976 0.981 0.986 0.977 0.972 0.974 0.994 

PSGAN_L2 0.882 0.913 0.877 0.964 0.957 0.949 0.958 0.970 0.963 0.963 0.963 0.994 
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Figure 7. Full resolution experiment results for agricultural lands and vegetated areas. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; 

(c) PCA MS; (d) PRACS MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; 

(j) PNN-noindices-L1; (k) PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-

noindices-L1; (o) MSDCNN-noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2. 

According to QNR and D_Lambda metrics PRACS, 

Indusion and PSGAN_L1 methods provided the highest 

performance with similar scores. Regarding the DL 

methods, each method with the L1 loss function 

provided better performance than the L2 loss function 

for QNR and Lambda metrics. On the other hand, the L2 

Loss function provided better performance than the L1 

Loss function for the D_s metric.  

Figure 8.  Full resolution experiment results for urban areas. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; (c) PCA MS; (d) PRACS 

MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; (j) PNN-noindices-L1; (k) 

PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-noindices-L1; (o) MSDCNN-

noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2. 
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Table 5 presents the CC metrics derived from all patches 

in the independent full resolution dataset. According to 

this evaluation, the PRACS method provided the highest 

CC value for all bands and for average. The deep 

learning-based methods, especially with the L1 loss 

function, followed the PRACS with very close CC 

values.The quantitative assessment results of 

Worldview-2 and Worldview-3 images including the 

average of CC metric are presented in Table 6. 

According to results of Worldview dataset, the PRACS 

method provided the highest performance for traditional 

methods. There is an obvious improvement with DL 

based methods for the QNR metric and D_s metric, 

while worse results achieved for D_lambda metric. 

Moreover, DL methods provided stable and high CC 

values around 0.95, however CC is variable across the 

traditional methods. 

Visual interpretation and CC based assessment 

Similar to the reduced resolution data experiments, three 

patches were selected to visually interpret the 

performance of methods. In addition, CC metrics were 

calculated for each band of the patches. The first patch 

covers agricultural lands and forest areas, the second 

patch covers a heterogeneous region with urban areas, 

agricultural lands and roads and the third patch cover 

bare lands, vegetation, small housings, and water body.  

For the first patch, the PRACS and PCA provided high 

spectral similarity with the original MS data, however, 

the spatial detail injection performance was lower when 

compared to DL methods (Figure 7 (c, d)). The 

remaining conventional methods failed both in spectral 

and spatial aspects for this patch (Figure 7 (e, f, and g)). 

For DL methods, PNN and MSDCNN methods provided 

good performance in spectral similarity and results with 

L1 loss function provided sharper images. PSGAN_L1 

method also provided good spatial detail injection, but 

colour tone deformation was evident. The CC metrics 

are in agreement with the visual interpretation results 

and PCA and PRACS provided highest scores, however, 

PNN, MSDCNN and PSGAN_L1 methods also provided 

very close values to these methods (Table 7). 

For the second patch, all of the DL methods provided 

good balance between spatial detail injection and 

spectral conservation, while no indices and L1 loss 

function combinations provided slightly better 

performance especially for the textural information of 

the forest area and colour representation of the bare 

lands (Figure 8 (h-q)). According to the evaluation of 

traditional methods, PCA method suffered from blur 

effect and Indusion resulted in colour distortion, while 

remaining methods provided similar performance with 

deep learning based methods (Figure 8 (c-g)). The deep 

learning based methods provided high CC values where 

PSGAN_L1 provided highest scores in RGB bands. The 

PRACS provided similar CC performance with the DL 

methods (Table 7).  

In the last patch, PRACS and PCA methods provided 

balanced trade-off between the spectral similarity and 

spatial detail injection, while Indusion method suffered 

from colour distortion and HIS, Brovery methods 

injected spatial detail in a way that unwanted fine – 

grained texture is evident in the visuals (Figure 9 (c-g)).  

Figure 9. Full resolution experiment results for water areas. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; (c) PCA MS; (d) PRACS 

MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; (j) PNN-noindices-L1; (k) 

PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-noindices-L1; (o) MSDCNN-

noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2.   
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Figure 10. Full resolution experiment results for Worldview-2 image patch. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; (c) PCA 

MS; (d) PRACS MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; (j) PNN-

noindices-L1; (k) PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-noindices-

L1; (o) MSDCNN-noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2.   

DL methods provided satisfactory results; however, 

there is a colour distortion with L2 loss function, which 

results in greenish looks (Figure 9 (h-q)). According to 

CC metrics, PRACS provided high values for all bands 

followed by PCA for only RGB bands. The Indusion 

method also provided very high CC values, which 

contradicts with visual inspection. DL methods mostly 

provided high values and stable characteristics through 

all bands (Table 7). When the results obtained from 

Worldview dataset are investigated, it can be stated that 

PNN and MSDCNN architectures provided similar 

performances when compared to Pleiades dataset.  

Figure 11. Full resolution experiment results for Worldview 3 image patch. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; (c) PCA 

MS; (d) PRACS MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; (j) PNN-

noindices-L1; (k) PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-noindices-

L1; (o) MSDCNN-noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2.   
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Figure 12. Full resolution experiment results for Worldview-3 image patch. (a) PAN Image; (b) Original MS; (c) PCA 

MS; (d) PRACS MS; (e) Indusion MS; (f) IHS MS; (g) Brovey MS; (h) PNN-indices-L1; (i) PNN-indices-L2; (j) PNN-

noindices-L1; (k) PNN-noindices-L2; (l) MSDCNN-indices-L1; (m) MSDCNN-indices-L2; (n) MSDCNN-noindices-

L1; (o) MSDCNN-noindices-L2; (p) PSGAN-L1; (q) PSGAN-L2. 

Thus, it provided good level of transferability to the new 

sensor dataset with different spatial resolutions and 

spectral characteristics (Figures 10, 11 and 12). On the 

other hand, PSGAN method suffered from colour 

distortion, which indicates the lack of transferability to a 

new sensor data with current training schema. 

Discussion and Conclusion 

The results of the research indicated that DL methods 

provide more stable and balanced results in both spectral 

and spatial domains. On the other hand, the performance 

of the convolutional methods is variable across different 

landscape characteristics. Secondly, the addition of the 

spectral indices to the training dataset did not provide 

remarkable improvement in the learning according to 

both reduced resolution and full resolution experiments. 

The results showed that the L1 loss function is more 

effective than the L2 loss function in training. The PNN 

and modified version of MDSCNN provided satisfactory 

performance in most of the experiments but faced some 

blur effect in few cases. The PSGAN_L1 algorithm 

provided satisfactory and promising results with 

balanced performance in different conditions and high 

and stable CC values in all bands of the image. However, 

with independent test with Worldview dataset, it faced 

colour distortion problems, which can be considered as 

lack of transferability over different sensor data. 

Nevertheless, when trained with data from different 

sensors, PSGAN can be a good candidate for pan-

sharpening algorithm for satellite images that includes 

more than four multispectral bands, such as Landsat 8 

OLI. 

The deep learning-based approaches are quite promising 

in various image processing problems including the pan-

sharpening, which plays a very important role in the 

remote sensing field. In this research, the most popular 

deep learning-based pan-sharpening approaches trained 

with Pleiades VHR satellite images to obtain pan-

sharpened images. Besides, several traditional 

algorithms were applied to the dataset to perform a 

comparative evaluation. The accuracy analysis was 

performed on reduced resolution and full resolution 

datasets that are independent of the training dataset. The 

results were evaluated by use of several accuracy indices 

and visual interpretation. Results informed that the PNN, 

modified MSDCNN and PSGAN provided promising 

results. The advantage gained by the deep learning 

methods is their balanced performance in the spectral 

and spatial domain across different landscapes and high 

correlation with original multispectral data for all bands, 

which is not the case for conventional methods in 

general. PRACS method performed the best among 

traditional algorithms according to quantitative and 

visual evaluation results and provided balanced 

performance except some blur problems in few cases. 

Further studies are planned to enlarge the training dataset 

with images from different satellites and construct a deep 

learning-based pan-sharpening framework that can deal 

with data from various sensors. 
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